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The hybrid use of Lortn-C with the Global Positioning
System(GPS) has been showncapable of providing a sole-
means of mroute air radionavigation. By allowing pilots

to fly direct to their destinations, use of this system is
resulting in significant time savings and therefore fuel
savings as weft. However, a major error source limiting
the accuracy of GPS is the inumtimai degradation of the
GPS ¢ignai known u Selective Availability (SA). SA-
induced portion errors are highly correLt:ed and far
exceed all other error sources (horizontal position error:
100 meters, 95%). Reaitime mitiga,on of SA errors from
the position solution is highly desir_le. This paper
discusses how that can be achieved. The stability of

Loran-C _gnals is exploited to reduce SA errors. The
theory behind this technique will be discussed and results
using bench and flight data will be given.

The hybrid use of Loran-C with the Global Positioning
System (GPS) hat been shown to be capable of providing
a sole-means of enroute air radionavigalion [1].
Standardization committees such as the RTCA are

cummtly working on developing minimum operational
performance standards for this sy_.m. By allowing pilots
to fly _ to their destinaUons, use of this system will
result in significant time savings and the_for¢ fuel savings
as well. By not confining all aLreraft to a small potlion of
the aingpsco (which reaflts when using the Victor airways),
the risk of collision undoubtedly will be reduced as well.

However, a major re'for source limiting the accuracy of
GPS is the inteotimai degradation of the GPS signal
known as Selective Availability (SA). SA numife_ itself
in the form of erroneous orbital data broadcast by the
satelfites and in dithering of the satellite dock. The result
is position detmmis_on which, according to the
Department of Defeme (DoD), will be in error by one
hundred meters 95 • of the time in the horizontal plane.
Previous work performed at Ohio Univenity showed that
SA-induced Ix_ition errors are highly correhtted [2]. Since
the correlation time is on the order of minutes, it follows
that the error falls well within the passband of the
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aLlcrafl's dynamic response. The result is that the aircraft
will follow the dev_ztions induced by SA.

Realtime mitigation of SA errors from the position
solution is highly _1©. This paper discusses how that
can be achieved. The stability of Lonm-C signals is

exploited to reduce SA errors. In the typical hybrid use of
Lonm-C and GPS, the Loran-C signal stability is not
exploited. This uems from the relatively poor absolute
accuracy of Lortn-C (relative to GPS). However, it is
possible to use the stability of Loran-C positioning to
reduce SA-induced GPS portioning errors. The theory
behind this technique will be discussed and results will be

given. First, the phenomenon of SA will be described.

Selective Availability

As mentioned in the introduction, SA is an intentional
corruption of the GPS signal by the DoD to limit the
accuracy available to the public. The degradation is
achieved in two ways. First, false satellite orbit
parameters are broadcast to the users. This results in
incorrect positioning of the satellites in the navigation
solution. Secondly, code and carrier tracl_tg errors are
induced through dithering the sate/lite clock (carrier
frequency). The ecroneot_ orbit pm-tmeten lead to
potition errors which vary *lowly throughout the satellite
pass. Code-phase and carner-pha.u_ erro_ due to the
dithering of the _ellite clock are random but also are
highly coxre]med. Correlation times of sevend minutes are
typical. As a result, simple filtering schemes are not
effective tnd ain:nft will follow the deviations. Virtually
all of the information available to date about SA has been

gathex_ through data collection efforts by civilian
orpnizafimu. The DoD, however, has Uated that SA
dudi be instituted in such a way as to yield horizontal
position errot_ at a 95_ level of 100 meten [3].

Mitigation Methodology

The heart of the mitigation scheme ties in the difference_
betwem Lonm-C and SA-inducod GPS position errors.

Lonm-C position errors in generai are biased and noisy.
The level of noise depends upon the receiver architecture
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and specifically upon the wac_g kx_ bandwidth.
However, noise leveLt on the order of 5 to 10 meters can

be achieved for airborne applic_ons. The Loran-C
posibon bhu is primarily composed of unmodeled
additional secondary phase factors (ASF). In general the
biasdoes not remain constantover an),given flightpath
butthevariationisttsuallyquiteslowincomparisontothe

clockcomponent of GPS SA error.Thisphenomenon is
what makes Loran_ SA mitigation pos,tible. The
long-team stabilityof the Lonm-C measurements is
exploited to tmooth the SA-induced vari_ons in the GPS
mea._tt.

Conceptually,the mitigationscheme works as follows.

The Loran-C sensorcomputes the horizontalposiuonof
theaircrMt.A verticalinputis needed and issuppliedby
the baromemc altimeter (again, a sensor which is biased
but stable). The combination provides a three-
dimensional position of the aircraft. Range valuesare
computed from the GPS satellites to the Loran-
Claltimeterporfition.These range valuesare then the

reference against which the measured GPS pseudoranges
are filtered.

Note thatthetecAmque dependsupon theassumptionthat

SA ea'roriscomposed onlyofhighfrequem_ components

relativeto the Loran-C bias errorvariations.Strictly
speaking, thisassumptionis not validsincethe orbital

component of SA ca'for is slowly varying. However, as was
shown m ['2],the clock component of SA error has periods
on the order of five to ten minutes. As such it is a high
frequency eaTor source relative m the non-noise
compommt of Loran-C error. Although this has not been
rigorously proven, flight data (to be shownlater) supports
the conclusion. Thus, the technique is able to reduce the
clockcomponent (or mugMy speaking, the variance) of SA
PATOr.

The filteringisaccomplished by complementaryKalrmm

fzltert which are applied to each Ixumdorange
measurement [4,5].The inputstoeach filterarethe given

GPS pseudm_ge measoztn_t and the corresponding
range computed from the satellite to the Lonm-
C/aRimeter position. At each measurement epoch
(current time given by the index k), the complementary
Kalman filteris executed as follows:

dt = d__1 + (Lt-Lt_l) (l)

P; "P;-I ÷q (2)

P;
_=_

p_+r
(3)

d;. d;. t.(z.-e;) <4)

p; - (i-kpp; (5)

where the subscript represen_ the time index. The
superscripts '-'and '+' represent predicted and estimated
quantities respectively. 'd*' represents the estimated
pseudmaage with variance q. 'z'represents the measured
pseudonmge with error variance r. Note that r is due
pnnmrily to SA. 'L' reprtsents the range computed from
the satealiteto the Lorki-C:aiddi-e_f-P0-_don.'p'
representsthepredictionorestimationerrorvariance.'k'

is the ICtimim gain. In equation (I), the current

pseudonmge predictionis computed by updating the
ptm,ious pse_donmge estimam with the difference
between the current and previous Loran-Claltimeter

ranges. The prediction error variance is computed in
equmlon (2) and is used to compute the Kalman gain in
equation (3). The differeace between the measured and
predi_l pseu_loranges is weighted by the Kaiman gain in
the computation of the cummt estimate (equation 4).
Finally, the currentestimation error variance is computed
(equation 5).

Position Solution

Given at least four GPS pseudoranges, position may be
computed. As will be shown in the next two sections,
significant reduction m SA-error may be achieved when
using the mitigation technique just described.

For both the simulation and flight test results (to be shown
later), the ordinary least-_uar_ (0[3) estimator is used
to determine position and clock bias from the
_ge,. In the absence of meama'ement errors, the :
rdltiouhip between ntdlite location, receiver location,
clock bias and pseauiorange b given by:

R, = _/(x,-zy _÷(y,-y)* +%-z) z . b (6)

where P_ is the pseudonmge to the ia sateLlite, (xoyi,zOare :
the coordinaxes of the satellite, (x,y,z)are the coordinates
of the ret_ver and b i$ the receiver clock bias (converted
tounitsofdistancethroughmultiplication by the speed of
light). Since the receiver coordinates and clock b_ must
be mtved for simultaneously, at least four measurements
are required.

However, insamd of attemptingsimultaneous solution of
non-linear equations, the standm'd technique is to solve
iterafively a set of equations which have beea lineanzed
about an initial estimated position and clock bias
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(Xo,Yo,Zo,b,,).This is achieved by forming a Taylor series
expansion and retaining the zeroth and first order terms:

aRf aR_

Rt . R,. (8 x)_ 6,,._._ (6y)-_y I,,,._. (7)
aRt aR_

. (6z)-_yl,.,._.* (sb)-_

where R_ is the range from the satellite to the initial
position estimate. 6x, 6y, _z and 6b repre.se.nt the
corrections to the initial estimates. If the initial estimate
is close to the truth, no iterations are required. However,
if the imdal estimate is not close, the corrections are used

to update the initial estimate and the process is repeated.
Convergence is declared if the magnitudes of the
corrections are below a de.sired threshold.

The partial derivatives are evaluated as follows:

aR__2 x. -x

_x Rt-bo
(8)

ORf Yo-Y
= _ , ,,0 (9)

ay Rt = bo

aRi Zo-Z
-- = _ • a_ (I0)
az Rt-bo

art 1 • a, (11)_ w

Ob

Substitution of equations (8) through (11) into (7) yields:

aR t = (Sx)a u • (Sy)ao + (80% ÷ (Sb)aw (12)

where:

8R t = Rt - Rj, (13)

Four pseudorange measurements allow for the following
simultaneous set of equations:

8R 2 = [a:l a2a a_ 8y (14)
8_ /a)_ an %3 a_ az

8 _a,l a_ a_ a 8

which may be rewritten more succinctly:

= S.e. 05)

The presence of measurement errors may be accounted
for by the addition of an error vector:

3_ = HI_. + _ (16)

The ordinary least-squares solution is then given by:

_to:z = (H rH)-IH r_ (17)

After one iterationthen, the positionand clock bias

estimateis_ven by:

Yo 8y
m 4.

Zo 8Z

b 8

(18)

To determine the feasibility of the technique, a simulation
was performed. A simple flight-path was modeled with
the aircraft traveling to the east for 900 seconds at 100
meters/second, followed by a 2g turn and then returning
to the west (figure 1). For the sake of simplicity in the
calculations,a staticsatellite constellationwas modeled.
In order to focus on the effects of SA, all other GPS error
sources were assumed to be zero.The Loran-C/altimeter

errors were modeled in the position domain by a constant
200 meter bias on each axis.

The SA model was obtained from collecteddatausing the

System Identification procedure described in ['2]. In order
to model SA rather than the combinationof SA and

receiver noise, integrated Doppler data (rather than
pseudorange data) were used. The System Identification
procedure yielded a 16th order autotW,tessive (AR) filter.
When Gausslan white noise (of proper variance) is input
to this filter model, _e output is statistically equivalent to
the collected SA data. An example of the output is given
in figure 2.

The positioning errors resulting from the SA corruption
are given in figures 3 and 4. Both the east and north
components of the position error exhibit similar
characteristics to the SA error on the pseudorange
measurements. As discussed earlier, the errors are highly

correlamd and reach up to I00 meters. However, use of
the Loran-C./altimeter data in the complementary Kalman

falter yields significant reduction of SA error (figures 5 and
6).
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Figure 1. Simulated flight path.
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Figure 6. Complementary Kalman filter results.
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Flight Test

Although extremely encouraging, the simulation results
were obtained using a simple model for Loran-C position

errors. In order to verify the robusmess of the technique,

actual flight data was used. This is necessary since Loran-

C position error bias is spatially dependent.

The flight data employed here were collected during a trip

from Cleveland to Athens, Ohio in Fall of 1990 (figure 7).

It may be recalled that SA was temporarily turned off at

that time because of military use of civilian GPS receivers
during Operation Desert Shield [6]. As a result, the GPS

horizontal positioning accuracy is on the order of 10-20

meters [1]. For this flight, the GPS-derived position was

therefore used as a rough truth reference.

SA was generated by the model described earlier and

added to the raw GPS pseudorange measurements (figure

8). As expected, the Loran-C position error is biased hut

the bias is not constant with position (figures 9 and 10).

As was done earlier, altimeter error was modeled as a
constant 200 meter bias. Raw SA-induced position errors

are as expected with large excursions and high correlation

(figures 11 and 12). Again, position errors after smoothing
are significantly reduced (figures 13 and 14). It is

important to note that even in the face of spatially varying
Loran-C position errors, the mitigation scheme continues

to perform well.

(_onclusions

A technique has been described whereby the stability of

Loran-C signals are exploited to reduce SA-induced GPS

position errors. The viability of the technique has been

confirmed using simulations as well as actual flight data.

Future work will consider the possibility of realtime SA

model identification.
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